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Fig. 14 Summarysketches
of thesequence
of eventsin theevolution
of Maxwe.1Montes. (a) Initial formationof protoMaxwell Montes as an Akna-like linear mountain belt. Simultaneousformation of dissectedterrain. (b) Formation of

CleopatraPateraand emplacement
of brightterrain. (c) Creationof, and strike-slipmovementalong,the cross-strike
discontinuities.(d) Plainsfloodingto westand south. (e) Movementalong shearzonesand formationof extensional
troughsand compressional
ridgesto the westof Maxwell.

withoutlarge-scalerotationof the mountainrange;(2) regional no obviousevidencefor extensionaldeformationperpendicular
N-S compression,CSD formationand offset, and large-scale to the strike of the mountain belt in the high central region.
counterclockwiserotation of the entire mountainbelt; or (3) E- Instead, we note some potential N-S extension only on the
W' lateral transportof proto-Maxwell Montes within two northern and southern flanks in the form of short linear
convergingshearzones,resultingin NNW-SSE compressiontroughs. These troughsdo not appear to accommodategreat
leadingto CSD formationand offset. The amountof lateral strain and may, in fact, be more closely related to strike-slip
transport
is relatedto the amountof large-scale
rotationof the deformation associatedwith the north and south bounding
mountainrange during strike-slipoffset. We favor a model shear zones. The lack of obvious extensional features in
involvingsome lateral transportaccompanied
by large-scale central Maxwell, the highest region on the planet, and the
rotation.
potentially minimal extensionrepresentedby the troughson
Regardlessof its specific cause,the strike-slip faulting the north and southslopessuggeststhat Maxwell Montes may
would have produced the offset of large-scale linear and still be undergoing some NNW-SSE oriented compression,
curvilinearfeaturessuchas ridges,valleys,unit boundaries,and preventing large-scale gravitational relaxation from taking
topographic
contours(Figure 11). It is duringthis phasethat place. Alternatively, the compressional deformation of
Maxwell Montes underwentextensivelarge-scaledeformation Maxwell Montes may have ceased recently enough that
gravitational relaxation has not yet had time to produce
until it had attainedcloseto its presentconfiguration.
Late stage deformation.The final eventsin the evolution recognizablefeatures. If the viscosity of the lithosphereis
of Maxwell Montes include the embaymentof western and low, then this time would be relatively short.
southernMaxwell by volcanic flows on Lakshmi Planum
(Figure14d). Theseflow unitswerethendisrupted
to form the
compressional
ridges of the dark bandsunit at the foot of
CONCLUSIONS
Maxwell and the extensionaltroughsfarther west, along with
On the basis of our analysis we draw the following
somedeformationalongthe northernand southernshearzones
(Figure 14e). Although one would expect large-scale conclusionsregarding the evolution of Maxwell Montes and
gravitational
relaxationof sucha highmountainrange,we find the nature of tectonics on Venus:

